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Quiet Book Pattern
Lacing Football Ball
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute
pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this pattern. When you
purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

CRAFTLEARNANDPLAY.COM

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
There are few di!erent ways how you can transfer pattern easily, like freezer paper (https://goo.gl/
wzcjYR).
This pattern is made to fit 8x8 and 9x9 inches quiet book page.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my Ultimate guide about quiet books:
https://goo.gl/hRo6e2 . In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

LIST OF MATERIALS
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Fabric of your choice for quiet book page
Brown felt for ball
White felt
10 eyelets and eyelet tool
Fusible interfacing
Shoe lace 36 inches
sewing machine and sewing accessories

Note: For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product)
you can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS
Cut ball piece and two white lines that are
coming at the ball ends.
Lacing part, each (right and left piece) you will
make out of two layers of felt (if you use 3 mm
thick felt or less). Two layers will ensure
durability and reinforce felt pieces while one
layer of thin felt couldn’t stand pulling and
would stretch while lacing.
Here on this photo I’ve cut two pieces out of
fusible web and made holes following pattern
and using hole puncher tool.
If you wish you can skip this step and simply cut
and sew two pieces together.
For sticky web follow steps 1-3. If you decide to
sew pieces continue at step 4.

1. Print pattern pieces on a fusible web. Peel o!
paper side from fusible web and stick it to white
felt. Cut around.

2. Peel other side paper layer from fusible web
(photo on the left).

3. Stick piece on a white felt. Cut around. Now
you have two pieces of a felt glued together.
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4. Place pattern paper piece (or paper
leftover from fusible web) to transfer
holes.

5. Mark holes using pen or pencil. Make
holes using hole puncher.

6. . Sew all white pieces on a ball as per
pattern - two end lines and two parts with
lacing holes.

TIP: Use double stitch to secure right and
left lacing piece.
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7.. Place ball on a fabric quiet book page
and stitch top and the bottom like shown
on the pattern.
Middle of the ball stays detached so little
hand can go under and grab the ball.

8. Place eyelets in a holes using eyelet
pliers.

8. Lace the ball.
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Thank You!
P.S. I would love to see your work and get your feedback.
If you have a moment please leave a review (under your Etsy profile
/Purchases and Reviews .and share a picture of your quiet book page.
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Football
Ball Lacing
Quiet Book
Page

Copyright: This pattern is for
personal use only and belongs to
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Quiet Book Pattern
School Bus Button Wheels Page
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute
pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this pattern. When you
purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

CRAFTLEARNANDPLAY.COM
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
This pattern is made to fit 8x8 or 9x9 inches quiet book page. When Printing pattern use setting
“Fill Entire Paper”.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my Ultimate guide about quiet books:
https://goo.gl/hRo6e2 . In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

LIST OF MATERIALS
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Fabric of your choice for quiet book page
Yellow felt for school bus
Additional felt scraps for details ( black, light blue, white, red, yellow
2 buttons
Hot glue gun or felt glue
Embroidery thread for hand stitch wheels
Sewing machine and sewing accessories

Note:
For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product) you
can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1.Print out pattern using ‘Fill Entire Paper’
printer setting and cut out pieces. Cut doors
and windows on the bus as marked on
pattern.
Prepare fabric page (I have here 8.5 x 8.5
inches where 0.5 is seam allowance).
Optional step is if you want cut blue fabric
piece as sky.

2. Cut rectangle piece to cover bus doors from
the inside. Sometimes I use blue fabric and
sometimes felt in a same colour as bus, this is
totally optional. Same as blue fabric behind
the windows.
Stitch with sewing machine all around doors
as showed on a pattern (and photo on the
right).

3. Use erasable chalk or pen to draw line in
the middle of the road. Make a running stitch
by hand through felt road piece only. You are
going to sew it on fabric background later.
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4. Place all pieces on fabric page and
arrange, make sure to leave enough
space on a side for page binding.
Pin if needed.

5. Sew road first. Than do bus (place
front light under the bus piece before
you start, use pattern as guidance).
Using hot glue gun glue for other pieces
- windshield, doors, step, bumpers, back
light and black line, all except wheels.
Also glue cloud and sun. For sun beams
you can use yellow pu! fabric paint or
stitch it with embroidery thread.

6. Arrange wheels and mark middle with
pencil or pen. That is point where you
sew on buttons. I used black embroidery
thread.
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4. Each wheel is made out of two black
fabric round pieces stitched with blanket
stitch. Blanked stitch will make wheels too
look like they have tire thread that looks
much better than smooth round shape.

Cut button opening in the middle (as shown
on the pattern). The most precise method is
if you use scalpel. I usually leave button
hole like that because two layers will make
it secured enough. However you are
welcome to use button whole setting and
sewing foot for making button holes if you
wish.
And you are all done!
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Thank You!
P.S. I would love to see your work and get your feedback.
If you have a moment please leave a review and share a picture
of your quiet book page.
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School Bus
Quiet Book Page

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only and
belongs to Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Quiet Book Pattern
Brushing Teeth - Cow
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute
pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this pattern. When you
purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

CRAFTLEARNANDPLAY.COM

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
This pattern is made to fit 8x8 or 8x9 inches quiet book page.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my Ultimate guide about quiet books:
https://goo.gl/hRo6e2 . In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

LIST OF MATERIALS
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

felt (white, pink, brown, light blue and dark blue, yellow, orange)
thread
hot glue gun or felt glue
sewing machine and sewing accessories
tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern

Note:
For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product) you
can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS
1.

Cut pieces from the pattern.

Arrange pieces like on the photo, tuck in
horns, ears and bottom jaw with tongue and
make sure it is lined up on a page as you
wish. (Leave enough space on sides for
binding).
Pin it so everything stays on it’s place.

2. Sew around the head, leave horns and
ears flap. Make seam in the middle of a
tongue.
Sew cup from one side to other, down and
up leaving top open so toothbrush can be
stored inside.
Sew tooth paste.
Glue squirt of paste that is coming out of
tube (or you may sew it).

3. Place upper jaw and sew it on top.
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4. Glue teeth with a hot glue gun or felt glue. 6
teeth on upper jaw and 6 on a lower jaw.

5. Glue eyes, mouth and nostrils. Glue stripes on
a toothpaste.

6. For toothbrush take two blue pieces of felt
for handle and two white for bristles.
Place two handle pieces together, and two white
pieces together. Set bristles in between handles,
like sandwich.
Sew all around handle, make double stitch if
needed to secure bristles.

7. Cut bristles in strips about 0.5 cm from edge.
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P.S. I would love to see your work and get your feedback.
If you have a moment please leave a review (under your Etsy profile/Purchases
and Reviews .and share a picture of your quiet book page.

Thank You!
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Cow
Brushing Teeth
Quiet Book Page
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Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Quiet Book Pattern
Car Puzzle Page
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute
pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this pattern. When you
purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

CRAFTLEARNANDPLAY.COM

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
There are few di!erent ways how you can transfer pattern easily, like freezer paper or fusible web.
(https://craftlearnandplay.com/trace-pattern-on-felt/ )
This pattern is made to fit 8x9 inches quiet book page.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my: Ultimate guide about quiet books (https://
goo.gl/hRo6e2).
In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

LIST OF MATERIALS
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

two 6x6 inches of blue felt
felt: red, black, grey, yellow, light blue
Velcro (sew-on)- cut 4 pieces 2 inches long
hot glue gun or felt glue
white tailor’s chalk
thread
sewing machine and sewing accessories

Note: For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product)
you can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Cut two felt blue squares 6x6 inches

2. Cut pattern pieces.
TIP: To cut window opening fold pattern/car to a half and
make initial cut with scissors. Unfold and cut the rest using
small scissors.

3. Trace and cut window opening.

4. Place car and all its pieces on first blue square to see
how it fits. Tuck in blue window piece and steering wheel
under the window opening.
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When arranged properly pin and sew car outline.
Glue wheels, light, handle and steering wheel.

5. Take second square blue piece and draw 4 piece
net using pattern as a guidance. You basically
make two lines in the middle that will divide felt in
to 4 equal pieces.
This will be backing of puzzle pieces.
Sew velcro in the middle of each tile as marked on
a pattern.

Do same thing with page fabric. Make a stitch to
outline tile pieces

6. Put together two blue pieces: car piece as facing
and backing with a velcro.

Pin together and sew all around leaving gaps
where cut comes (arrows on the photo). Make sure
you end stitch when reach marked cut line. Leave
about 0.2 inches in between ending stitches for cut.
(That way you won’t cut seam.)
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Make cut with sharp scissors, using line you
draw, to get 4 tiles.
Sew two remaining sides for each tile.

Place puzzle pieces to quiet book page and your car puzzle activity is done.

Thank you!
P.S. Don’t forget to visit Ultimate guide about quiet books (https://goo.gl/hRo6e2) for
useful tips about making quiet book.
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Copyright:
This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Copyright:
This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Quiet Book Pattern
Horse/Unicorn Braiding
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or redistribute pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this
pattern. When you purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

CRAFTLEARNANDPLAY.COM

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
There are few di!erent ways how you can transfer pattern easily, like freezer paper (https://goo.gl/
wzcjYR).
This pattern is made to fit 8x8 and 9x9 inches quiet book page.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my Ultimate guide about quiet books:
https://goo.gl/hRo6e2 . In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

LIST OF MATERIALS
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

fabric of your choice for quiet book page
green fabric for bottom part of page - optional
green felt for grass
white piece of felt for unicorn horn - optional
yarn (for tail and crest)
sewing machine + thread + scissors
printed pattern

Note: For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product)
you can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1.

Cut pieces from the pattern. I usually use
3 pieces of green grass but it is up to you
how many will you use.

2. Print pattern on the freezer paper (non
wax side) and lay wax side to your felt
using a warm/medium iron (no steam)
and pressing lightly. Cut as marked.

3. Before sewing prepare horse’s tail. Line
thread in 15 lines in about 8 inches (20
cm) long - you want to have 3 strands
with 5 pieces of thread. Set aside for
now.

4.

Make around 35-40 lines of thread
about 1,5 inches long for crest. Crest itself
won’t be that long but you want it bigger
for now because it is much more easier to
navigate with it while sewing. Set crest
aside.

5. Take tail (you do not have to trim it yet)
and place it under felt as marked on the
pattern, be sure that you set them nicely
and tuck them in about 0.5 - 1 inch deep.
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6. Start sewing and continue all the way to
the horse neck.
7. Same as tail, place crest as marked on
pattern, tuck it in under felt in about 0.5
inches deep and sew till the place you
started. In this step you should tuck in
unicorn horn under felt too (if you are
making a unicorn). Cut crest with scissors
in desired length.
TIP: I usually stitch tail and crest double,
to be sure that it will be secured.
8. Cut tail in the bottom to make thread
even. Form braid and secure bottom with
elastic.
9. Stitch an eye.
10. Sew felt grass pieces.
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Horse/Unicorn
Braiding
Quiet Book Page
crest

horn
(optional)

tail

double stitch
tail and crest
thread

grass x3

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Quiet Book Pattern
Whale Zipper Page
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only. Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute
pattern. Please do not sell activity books or any other item(s) made from this pattern. When you
purchase this pattern you agree to these terms.

1
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the entire pattern before starting. Some optional ideas in there may even a!ect your
material list. In this tutorial I used tailor’s chalk and/or blue water soluble pencil to trace pattern.
This pattern is made to fit 8x8 or 8x9 inches quiet book page.
For useful tips about making quiet book, please visit my Ultimate guide about quiet books:
https://goo.gl/hRo6e2 . In case you need additional help with assembling feel free to contact me at
lily@craftlearnandplay.com.

YOU WILL NEED
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

fabric of your choice for quiet book page
optional fabric for sea water
felt
zipper
3D paint or permanent marker
hot glue gun
sewing machine and sewing accessories

Note:
For full list of materials that I use when making my quiet books (with links to each product) you
can find on this link: https://wp.me/p6BkcG-13f
If you are beginner this free basic course on Craftsy (this is my a"liate link) will help you with
sewing machine tools but most importantly teach you how to trouble shoot issues with sewing
machine that you may face on this journey.
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STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

1.Print out pattern in actual size or
100% scale and cut felt pieces.

2. Cut the opening for whale’s mouth,
fit zipper and use pins to hold it on
place

3. Place zipper on it’s place and pin.

Sew zipper all around, starting when
zipper is open. When you come to the
first end, close zipper and sew
another side.
Use zipper foot to make it easy.

3
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4. Cut excess and carefully burn edges
with lighter.
5. Prepare and place fabric that will be
sea water on quiet book page. Place
alligator in between waves (one wave on
top, one under the alligator). Pin when
satisfied.
6. Sew alligator on quiet book page.
It is the best if you start at the point
where zipper and water meets. Be
careful when you come to the mouth
part. Keep both zipper pieces together
and make a stitch over them carefully.
Sew whale with straight 2.5 mm stitch
and water with zig-zag 4.5 mm

7. Glue alligator’s eyes with hot glue gun
or felt glue. Glue water coming out from
his head.
8. Make eyes on each side with pu!
paint or marker. Let it dry.
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P.S. I would love to see your work and get your feedback.
If you have a moment please leave a review (under your Etsy profile/Purchases
and Reviews .and share a picture of your quiet book page.

Thank You!
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Zipper Whale
Quiet Book Page

Copyright: This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to
Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.

Alphabet
Letters & Numbers
Appliqué Pattern
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Copyright:
This pattern is for personal use only and belongs to Lily Zunic @ craftlearnandplay.com
Please do not share, alter, sell, or re-distribute pattern.
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